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Abstract
Epitaxial ultra-thin titanium dioxide films of 0.3 to ~7nm thickness on a metal
single crystal substrate have been investigated by high resolution vibrational and
electron spectroscopies. The data complement previous morphological data provided
by scanned probe microscopy and low energy electron diffraction to provide very
complete characterisation of this system. The thicker films display electronic structure
consistent with a stoichiometric TiO2 phase. The thinner films appear nonstoichiometric due to band bending and charge transfer from the metal substrate while
workfunction measurements also show a marked thickness dependence.

The

vibrational spectroscopy shows three clear phonon bands at 368cm-1, 438cm-1 and
829cm-1 (at 273K) which confirms a rutile structure. The phonon bands intensity
scales linearly with film thickness and shift slightly to lower frequencies with
increasing temperature, in accord with results for single crystals.
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Introduction
Transition metal oxide surfaces have recently become an area of intense
interest due to their fundamental importance in applications such as heterogeneous
catalysis, as dielectrics and magnetic tunnel junctions in solid state electronic devices,
on structural metal ceramic interfaces and as gas sensors for example. Titanium
dioxide in particular has become the prototypical system for study due to its relatively
simple electronic structure and accessibility in single crystalline form [1]. However,
the many disparate roles the material plays are sensitive to the nature of its free
surfaces and oxide-metal interfaces. In particular non-stoichiometry tends to lead to a
semi-conducting bulk and novel surface chemistry. Strong departures from
stoichiometry can also lead to ordered crystallographic shear plane phases in the bulk
[2] which give ordered surface structures [3-7].

Reproducible preparation and

interrogation of stoichiometric TiO2(110) surfaces is difficult as non-stoichiometry is
required to make the crystal sufficiently conducting for surface electron spectroscopy
and scanning tunnelling microscopy. Similar problems arise with investigations of
wide band gap oxides such as Al2O3, MgO and SiO2 and here epitaxial layers on
metals have proved to be very effective in providing sufficiently high electron
tunnelling probabilities to prevent film charging. However, for oxides with the rutile
structure the high aspect ratio of the principal lattice vectors (2.19) of the most stable
face (110) precludes simple epitaxial match to most metals.
The properties of ultra-thin films may not necessarily follow their bulk
counterparts, for example MgO has differing adsorption behaviour for water and
metal adatoms to that the bulk truncated surface [8, 9] and thin film silicon oxides can
form crystalline lattices whereas the bulk and native oxides are amorphous glassy
materials [10]. We have recently reported on a methodology for the formation of
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epitaxial rutile TiO2 in the (110) orientation on the W(100) surface which allows the
creation of well defined films for further study [11]. The control afforded by our
methodology can be used to produce stoichiometric phases of other rutile reducible
oxides in a controlled manner, most notably CrO2 [12].
TiO2-metal interfaces have received some attention due to the metal-support
interactions resulting in novel surface chemistries. However in this case the metal is a
nanoparticulate phase supported on a bulk oxide material. TiOx ultra-thin films have
been reported on a number of surfaces although their composition and homogeneity
are rarely confirmed in detail [13-16]. Theoretical studies of these systems is a very
active area with oxide thin films predicted to have novel properties and stability,
especially at the Nanoscale [17]. For example through slight expansion (0.8%) of the
a=b lattice constant TiO2 is predicted [18] to become strongly ferroelectric with a tenfold increase in c-axis dielectric constant. The authors suggest such an expansion of
the lattice could be obtained by epitaxial growth with small lattice mismatch. First
principles calculations for oxide films predict workfunction changes at the metal
through a variety of mechanisms with the TiO2/Mo(100) surface involving charge
transfer from metal to film and a concomitant increase in workfuction [19].
In this paper we detail the growth of electronic and vibrational properties of
ultra-thin film TiO2(110) grown on W(100). The experimental data extends our
previous study which concentrated on detailing the growth characterising the
geometrical structure of thicker ultra-thin films (>2nm) [11, 20]. That work showed
by LEED (and some ex-situ STM) that the films grew epitaxially aligned in the (110)
orientation, covered the surface and had step heights of 3.2Å as per rutile TiO2,
making this system one of the best characterised TiOx films. By investigation of near
monolayer films and detailed UPS measurements here we can discern finer points that
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distinguish the properties of the films from bulk behaviour and provide key data to
support theoretical efforts.

Experimental
The experiments were carried out in two separate UHV systems and were
equipped with same LEED system, Oxford Applied Research water-cooled e-beam
evaporator Ti source and sample mounting. Electron spectroscopy was undertaken in
a twin chamber UHV system, described previously [11] but recently upgraded
through improved turbo and ion pumping. One chamber is equipped for sample
preparation with a Vacuum Generators 3 grid retarding field analyser for low energy
electron diffraction (LEED), a quadrupole mass spectrometer, the Ti source and
additional facilities for Ar+ or O+ ion sputtering. The second chamber is mu metal and
equipped with a hemispherical electron energy analyser, which can be used in
conjunction with an Al Kα x-ray source to perform x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), or with a Helium lamp to perform ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS). A gate valve separates the two chambers so that the analyser is never exposed
to large reactive gas loads that might change its workfunction.
The second UHV system is mounted on Beamline 13.3 of the Daresbury
synchrotron radiation facility and has been described in detail [21, 22]. A close-in
mirror collects 60×60 mrad of light from the 2 GeV electron storage ring. This
radiation is focussed at a wedged diamond window which isolates the storage ring
vacuum. The light is then collimated into the custom Thermo-Nicolet interferometer
maintained at 5×10-2 mbar to eliminate water vapour. The light is then focussed
through CsI windows into the centre of the UHV surface science chamber (base
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pressure 2×10-10 mBar) where it is reflected at grazing incidence from the sample. The
diverging beam emerges through a second CsI window into rough vacuum and is
refocused onto an Infrared Labs liquid helium cooled silicon bolometer. Fourier
transform Infra Red (FT-IR) spectra were acquired at 2cm-1 resolution during growth
of the film and from the clean surface prior and post growth. The spectra were
reprocessed such that the background spectra was the clean surface spectrum obtained
immediately after the sample had regained the required temperature having been
flashed in-situ to 2300K to remove the film. This allowed for the lengthy growth,
oxidation and movement of the sample for LEED analysis to not impact the
spectroscopy of the film. Minute movements of the sample, upon heating or cooling
for example, produced mis-cancellation of interference fringes in the detection optical
system. This was eliminated by using a notch in the triangular apodisation function to
remove the associated localised side-band in the sample and background
interferograms. Some residual ripple does remain in spectra which is the limiting
factor in the sensitivity.
The W(100) crystal is mounted and heated exactly as described previously
[11] with temperature measurement by C-type thermocouple spot welded to the
crystal. The W crystal was cleaned by repeated cycles of heating to ~2300K, then
annealing at 1300K in 1×10-7 Torr O2 for extended periods, then two flashes to
~2300K to remove residual oxygen. This was carried out until both the LEED pattern
indicated a well-ordered (1×1) surface and the XPS showed the surface to be
spectroscopically clean. The Ti was deposited at ~2/3ML per minute onto the W
surface maintained at 760K. The flux was monitored by the integral ion current meter
in the source and periodically checked via monolayer breakpoint analysis by XPS.
Oxidation of the films was achieved by exposing them to 1×10-7 torr of high purity
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oxygen leaked into the chamber background by fine leak valve during deposition of
the second and subsequent monolayers and also through post deposition annealing at
the same temperatures and pressures. The gas purity was monitored by mass
spectrometer. Film thickness' are referenced to the pseudomorphic Ti monolayer
which is to within a small fraction the same number density as Ti in the stoichiometric
rutile (110) surface.

Results
Photoelectron spectroscopy
Stoichiometry
Figure 1 contrasts XPS spectra of the Ti 2p region for a 1ML and a 30MLTiO2
film grown on the W(100) substrate with 4 components fitted to each corresponding
to the Ti4+ and Ti3+ ions for both of the spin orbit splits. The notionally 3+ states are
chemically core level shifted from the fully oxidised Ti4+. The components were fit to
Gaussian Lorentzian product curves on a Shirley background using CASA XPS peak
fitting software [23]. Table 1 shows the fitting parameters used systematically in this
study to maintain reproducibility between analysis. The fraction of the Ti4+ peak area
to the area of all the Ti 2p peaks gives the films stoichiometry.
The departure from 100% stoichiometry is due to the contribution of ions in
apparent Ti3+ states which may be attributed to W/TiO2 interface states, to defects
arising from surface oxygen vacancies or from enrichment of Ti from interstitials.
Stoichiometries determined for the range of film thicknesses deposited in this study
are displayed in Figure 2. The shallow exponential decay curve fit to the Ti3+ with a
value of 5.68 ± 1.57 ML for the mean free path on a constant 2.4 ± 0.95 % nonstoichiometric background. This agrees well with previous studies, which returned a
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value of 7ML [11], and in comparison to calculated values of 8ML [24]. For ultra-thin
films (<10ML) a significant Ti3+ signal (11 ± 8%) arises localised at the interface, as
we have previously discussed, and much of this paper is aimed at describing this in
greater detail. The data above 10ML tend toward the upper limit of experimentally
achievable stoichiometry (~98% is generally the limit for bulk TiO2 prepared in UHV
to give reasonable LEED patterns). For greater than 10ML films, where the Ti3+ filmsubstrate interface states are attenuated by the photoelectron escape depth, the residual
Ti3+ states are attributed to surface and near surface point defects such as oxygen
vacancies and Ti interstitials.

UPS Spectra
Ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy provides useful information of the
valence band electronic states of transition metal oxides, especially formally d0 oxides
where defects and dopants introduce 3d states just below the Fermi level. In single
crystal TiO2 the identification of the Fermi level is difficult as it is in the band gap and
no emission is expected. One advantage of the thin film work is that the W substrate
has a clear Fermi edge for referencing the peak positions and to measure the energy
resolution (~100meV for all spectra here). He I (hυ=21.21eV) UPS spectra were
recorded for all TiO2 coverages and for each clean W(100) starting substrate prior to
deposition in order to obtain accurate reference spectra. For the 1ML TiO2 film, the
starting substrate was a O-W (2×1) reconstruction formed by oxidising the W crystal
in 1 × 10-7 torr O2 for 5min followed by vacuum annealing at 1600oC for 10min.
Figure 3 displays the three UPS typical spectra taken from the 1ML TiO2 deposition.
The spectra are aligned at 0eV by the Fermi edge which is clear step function
for the clean W(100) and remains visible in subsequent oxidation and growth. The
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tungsten surface is characterised by several surface states at ~0.4, 1.0, 1.8 and 4.5eV
[25] (see figure 3). Some residual oxygen on the clean surface is also observed as a
small peak ~5eV. The oxygen 2p states [26] of the (2×1) surface appear between 3
and 8eV. Upon forming the monolayer Ti oxide film the onset of emission from the
oxygen states that form the valence band is reduced from 3.15eV for the O-(2×1) to
3.05eV for the TiO2/W.

The formation of TiO2 on the surface strengthens the

intensity and broadens the emission from the oxygen valence states indicating an
uptake of additional oxygen but a range of environments. The shape and width of the
secondary electron tail and cutoff is also modified indicating a work function shift.
However, there is negligable photoemission in the 0-3eV region of the TiO2 film. This
is a surprising find since the XPS data indicate that these thin films are our least
stoichiometric (~91%). One would expect to find Ti 3d states ~0.9eV binding energy
for non-stoichiometric films, as found in non-stoichiometric single crystals and
surfaces that have been modified by electron donating alkali metals etc [27, 28], Ti
adatoms [29] and oxygen vacancies [30]. Furthermore the ~3eV valence band offset,
which is practically the entire bandgap of 3.05eV, indicates that the Fermi level is
pinned right at the bottom of the conduction band. These results would signify that
the shift of the work function for the ultra thin films are interface derived and are not
due to surface defects.
The development of structure in the TiO2 film spectra occurs with increasing
film thickness. Figure 4 displays overlaid spectra for a 1ML and 30ML TiO2 film
normalised at the Fermi level. The thicker film also has distinct states apparent as
observed for TiO2(110) single crystal surfaces and can be assigned through first
principles calculations to mainly antibonding bridging oxygen, mixed in plane oxygen
and bulk oxygen orbitals and finally bonding orbitals from in plane and bulk oxygen
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with increasing binding energy [31]. The valence states of the 1ML film are less well
defined, possibly as a result of lifetime broadening due to rapid quenching by the
substrate of the valence hole left in the photoemission process. The onset of valence
band emission shifts to lower binding energy with film thickness and converges on a
value of 2.85±0.05eV at ~5ML. These offsets for the ultra-thin films with respect to
the converged thick film values are displayed in Figure 2.

The work function, Φ, of all films was calculated from the spectral width of
the UPS spectra and the incident photon energy (hυ=21.21eV). The photoemission
cut-off is found by measuring the intersection of the linear extrapolation of the
secondary electron tail with a linear background fitted for the entire spectrum. The
results are plotted in Figure 5 and show two distinct regimes. For films <10ML we
see a decrease in Φ from ~6.3 to ~5.8eV with increasing thickness. For thicker films
(>15ML) the value of Φ tends to a constant value of ~5.8eV. This limiting value
agrees favourably with experimentally obtained values for the Φ of rutile TiO2(110)
which are variously quoted in the range 5.2-5.8eV [32-35] and is consistent with the
notion of >15ML films exhibiting pseudo-bulk properties. The range of values is due
to the effect of surface defects with Φ decreasing with increasing defect density [36,
37]. Being at the upper end of the Φ range indicates that our prepared surfaces have a
low defect density. This is further corroborated by measurements performed on a
TiO2(110) single crystal surface (which gave a (1×1) LEED pattern and was 98%
stoichiometric as adjudged by XPS) where a value of Φ = 5.75eV was found.
In order to understand the electronic structure of these thin films we highlight
three important measurements: the onset of valence band emission with binding
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energy greater than or equal to the 3.05eV bandgap of TiO2 for films <5ML; the
larger Φ for films <5ML and the lack of Ti 3d defect states at 0.9eV despite an
apparent non-stoichiometry at the interface. These measurements can be explained by
considering the band bending that occurs at the W - TiO2 interface and by
distinguishing the role of interface and surface effects that dominate the emission
processes for ultra-thin (<5ML) and thin (>5ML) films.
The Fermi level is pinned at close to the bottom of the conduction band in all
the films grown. The onset of photoemission from the valence band starts at 2.85eV
below the Fermi level, which when combined with a 3.05eV bandgap implies the
conduction band edge lies 0.2eV above the Fermi level. At the interface there is a
downward bending of the bands as W(100) has a lower workfunction (5eV, measured
by the same methodology as for the films) compared to the measured value of 5.85eV
for TiO2 for the thickest films. In the Schottky limit with no external bias we find the
built in interface potential, Vbi ,to be equal to -0.85eV (see Figure 6). Moreover, due to
the pinning of the Fermi level at only 0.2eV beneath the conduction band minima, the
oxide conduction band will actually cross the Fermi level at the interface. This causes
a spill out of majority carriers (electrons) into the TiO2 film and creates an
accumulation layer at the interface. These electrons are responsible for the apparent
non-stoichiometry measured in the Ti 2p core states in the XPS experiments (the
increased screening giving rise to the chemically core level shifted Ti3+ state) but are
not apparent in the UPS data as the spill out electrons are in states originally
unoccupied but now pinned at the Fermi-level of the metal. In effect the conduction
band is bent until pinned by population of Ti 3d states from the Fermi energy
electrons of the metal – as soon as population is possible enough electrons are
transferred to generate the interface potential at equilibrium. Thus the occupied Ti 3d
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states straddle the Fermi edge and would be difficult to identify. New, defect states,
that are significantly below the Fermi level are apparently not created at the interface.
We can, however, estimate the width of the depletion region, W , from the
depletion approximation for a Schottky barrier [38]

W=

2ε s ε 0Vbi
qN D

[1]

Where the relative permittivity of the TiO2 is ε s = 11.9 and the number density of
acceptor sites is just the density of Ti in the oxide N D = 3.2×1028 m-3. This returns a
value of ~0.2nm for the depletion width showing that it is likely to be confined to the
first monolayer of the film. The filling of Ti 3d states at the Fermi level by band
bending at the interface therefore contrasts to UPS of defective and nonstoichiometric surfaces which have Ti 3d derived defect states with binding energies
of 0.9eV [29, 39].
Charge transfer upon adsorption at surfaces leads to changes in the surface
dipole moment and hence to workfunction changes. On TiO2 metal adsorption [36,
40] and charge transfer at ideal and defective surfaces is frequently implicated in
changes of the workfunction and stoichiometry.

Recent studies of workfunction

changes and charge transfer in the N/W[100] system have shown that the electronic
charge distribution of the entire surface region must be considered; the changes to the
charge accumulation region and the height of the adsorbate must be compared to the
overspill of electrons in W 5d orbitals out of the clean surface [41]. The large
increase in workfunction for the thinnest films here (from 5.0 to 6.33eV) may
therefore be due to the excess charge residing on Ti in the depletion region causing
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the oxygen ions to move out from the surface and increasing the dipole moment, an
effect that would be strongest for monolayer films. Increased workfunctions and
charge transfer have been predicted for the TiO2/Mo(100) interface which would be
expected to be similar [19]. Second and subsequent layers would be in a more normal
environment and would cause relaxation and reduction of the total dipole moment
allowing the workfunction to converge down to its bulk value.

Vibrational spectroscopy
Figure 7 shows a typical FT-IR spectra of a 33ML thick film with two sharp
bands at 448cm-1 and 368cm-1 and an intense broad band at 829cm-1 (45.6meV,
55.6meV and 102.8meV). The positions of the three bands are in good agreement
with high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) work on TiO2(110)
surfaces in which Fuchs-Kliewer surface phonon modes were found at 46, 54 and
95meV with ~7meV resolution [42, 43]. As HREELS is a charged particle
spectroscopy the samples have to be made slightly reduced to prevent significant
charging leading to some slight changes to the electronic structure. At low incident
beam energies these phonon modes were seen to shift by 2meV to lower energy in
non-stoichiometric surfaces [43]. Egdell and co workers further investigated this
effect by electron stimulated desorption of surface oxygen and also found that modes
shifted to lower energy as the surface region became more defective[44]. The
positions of the sharp low energy phonon modes do not vary with film thickness (in
the 6-35ML range covered) even though the XPS indicates that thinner films appear
slightly less stoichiometric. The breadth of the mode at 829meV precludes accurate
identification of any shifts. The lack of a shift in position with apparent stoichiometry
further indicates that the charge transfer responsible for the apparent non-
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stoichiometry is located at the tungsten-titania interface and does not play a role in the
bulk or surface properties.
Figure 8 shows the relative strength of the modes as a function of film
thickness. The increasing strength with film thickness is expected as the surface
phonon modes extend well into the bulk and thus sample the whole of the ultra-films.
Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies for the two
sharpest lines. Temperatures below 273K were externally calibrated from the
recorded output from the C-type thermocouple and in-head transmitter used in the
experiment and a K-type thermocouple attached to the sample in air and are hence
subject to significant uncertainties. The lowering of the frequencies could be due to
mismatched thermal expansion of the substrate and overlayer or be an intrinsic
property of TiO2 due to lattice expansion. The thermal expansion coefficients of rutile
and tungsten differ by about 50% (7.25 and 4.5×10-6 respectively). Also plotted are
data from reference [45] which are from infra-red reflectivity measurements for single
crystal TiO2. The coefficients of expansion would tend to increase the relative
compression of the rutile lattice with temperature leading to phonon mode frequencies
consistently above those of a single crystal. The close match of the temperature
dependencies of the phonon frequencies indicate that the film behaves as a relaxed
single crystal and any departure from bulk behaviour is negligible.

Conclusions
We have shown that the growth of ultrathin TiO2 films on W(100) surfaces
results in the epitaxial growth of a rutile structure which has been extensively
characterised by photoemission and vibrational spectroscopies. Upon oxide film
growth the tungsten surface states are removed and the thinnest films appear non-
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stoichiometric in XPS. However, in UPS measurements no new bandgap derived
features at ~0.9eV binding energy, which would be characteristic of occupied 3d
defect states, are resolved.

This paradox is resolved by consideration of the band

bending at the interface. The workfunction of the tungsten increases by ~1.3eV for the
thinnest films which is in accord with theoretical predictions for a charge transfer
from surface to the film and also gives rise to the Ti3+ states observed in XPS. The
UPS data shows that the valence band onset was consistently found 2.85eV below the
Fermi level for thicker films but band bending due to the charge transfer pushes these
states to higher binding energy in the thinner films. The vibrational structure of the
overlayer was investigated by high resolution synchrotron far infra-red spectroscopy
and the phonon bands recorded appeared indistinguishable from that expected of a
purely rutile stoichiometric single crystal. The buried metal approach to vibrational
spectroscopy was successful in this system and it appears to make an ideal model
which would allow for high resolution vibrational spectroscopy on adsorbed
molecules on the oxide surface.
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Table I. Values and constraints used to fit the Ti4+ and Ti3+ spin orbit split states
for the Ti 2p XPS spectra.
Component

State

Position (eV)

Area

FWHM

A

Ti4+ 2p3/2

458.95

Unconstrained

Unconstrained

B

4+

2p1/2

A+5.54

A*0.5

Unconstrained

3+

2p3/2

A-1.9

Unconstrained

A*1

A+3.54

C*0.5

B*1

Ti

C

Ti

D

Ti3+ 2p1/2
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Figure 1. XPS spectra of the Ti 2p region for A). 30ML TiO2 on W(100) and B).
1ML TiO2 on W(100) with components fitted to quantify the Ti4+ and Ti3+ states
(and their spin orbit split equivalents). For films <10ML the XPS spectra show a
marked increase in Ti3+ states in the shoulder at 457 (and 463eV).
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Figure 2. Plot showing the fitted fraction of Ti4+ ions (circles) and the valence
band offsets (squares) present in the TiO2 films of thicknesses 1-30ML. The
stoichiometry are quoted as percentages of the relative proportion of Ti4+ in the
sample and are fitted with a first order exponential curve (uncertainties in the
stoichiometry were calculated through Monte Carlo simulations and are 10% in
film thickness). Valence band offsets calculated through direct comparison to
the pseudo-bulk and are >0eV for films <4ML. For films ≥5ML no discernable
offset is observed and valence emission begins at 2.85 ± 0.05eV. Uncertainties in
the valence band emission are equal to the resolution observed at the Fermi edge
and are estimated at 10% for the film thickness.
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Figure 3. A). UPS spectra of (1) clean W(100), (2) O-W(2×1) reconstruction and
(3) 1ML TiO2 on O-W(2×1). B). Enlarged UPS spectra of clean W(100) showing
the energies of 4 characteristic surface states.
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Figure 4. Overlaid He I UPS spectra for 1ML and 30ML TiO2 films on W (100)
normalised at the Fermi level displaying the development of structure within the
valence band emission and the shift to lower binding energies with increasing
film thickness.
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Figure 5. Work function values as a function of thickness for TiO2 films on
W(100) showing an increase of ~0.2-0.5eV for films <10ML and a trend toward a
constant value of ~5.8eV for films >15ML.
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Figure 6.

Band bending at the W/TiO2 interface showing downward band

bending and the crossing of the TiO2 conduction band minima with the Fermi
level creating an accumulation layer and interface states.
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Figure 7. FT-IR spectra of a 33ML film at room temperature showing three
Fuchs-Kliewer phonon modes.
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Figure 8. The relative strength of the three phonon modes as functions of film
thickness. The straight lines are best linear fits as guides to the eye showing.
Conservative error bars are given for uncertainty in film thickness and noise
levels.
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Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies for the
two sharpest modes of a 22ML film. In open symbols the values plotted are taken
from IR reflectivity data from reference [45].
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